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The right
headphones
will be music

to your ears
new pair of headphones orIfyou re in the market for afeel you might be after that
special someone gives you

a smart phone for Christmas
hint hint then expect to be
overwhelmed
At no time in recent history

can I recall seeing so many types
colors and brands of headphones
selling at such a wide range of
prices
This is especially true with

over the ear and on ear
headphones Make no mistake
these headphones are fashion
statements as visible on your
head as a hat But picking the
right pair for you should be as
much about sound quality
comfort and price as about style
Let me help you

KLIPSCH IMAGE ONE
149 99 www klipsch com

The Image ONE is
Indianapolis based Klipsch s first
foray into the on ear headphones
market
Yet I had high expectations

when I took these lightweight
headphones out of their zip up
case And for the most part
Klipsch a company widely
respected by audiophiles for its
pricey home theater speakers
didn t let me down
The Image ONE headphones

have the classic Klipsch sound
The headphones deliver every
piece of music in a way that is so
crystal clear and balanced that it
is easy to feel like you re in the
studio with the artist With
these headphones I heard
nuances in some of my favorite
songs that I never knew
existed

Where the Image ONEs
come up short is when

UPPING THE VOLUME

With consumers listening to more music and
watching more video on the go sales of
headphones for those mobile devices are
rising fast Here s a look at projected
shipments from manufacturers such
as Indianapolis Klipsch Group to
retailers

ALL HEADPHONES
» 2010 709million
» 2011 737million

IN EAR HEADPHONES
» 2010 519million
» 2011 546million

OVER THE EAR
HEADPHONES
» 2010 139million
» 2011 141million

Source Consumer Electronics
Association
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it comes to music with a lot of bass What listeners get
in clarity they sacrifice in not quite hearing that one low
low thud in a rap or dance song The punch the
headphones deliver in music with a lot of percussion
almost makes up for the lack of deep bass Almost but
not quite
For that reason I never felt fully satisfied after

listening to the Image ONEs
Pros Clarity Put these headphones on and you ll

swear you re at a concert The headphones are also quite
light and comfortable to wear with cushioned on ear
pads that are big enough to nearly cover my ears
Cons The cables on the Image ONEs are not

detachable — and there are two of them danglingfrom
each ear to a three button controller that s designed to
work with the iPhone If you don t have an iPhone the
controller isn t as important I wish the headphones
came with a single detachable cable Also the Image
ONEs aren t exactly flashy Compared to the outlandish
styles of other popular headphones the Klipsch
headphones are boring —or maybe classydepending
on whom you ask
Verdict If you listen to a lot of rap or dance music

with deep bass the Image ONE headphones aren t for
you However if you re more interested in other genres
and overall clarity of sound these headphones are hard
to beat for the price Particularly if you own an iPhone
MONSTER BEATS STUDIO
349 95 http beatsbydre com

Often when celebrities endorse or create a product it
doesn t work This works
These high definition headphones are the most

expensive in a line of headphones designed by legendary
hip hop producer Dr Dre See Eminem I didn t forget
about him
Not surprisingly these over the ear headphones

deliver a powerful range of bass on just about every
song Sometimes and I ll admit it was only rarely that
bass overwhelmed other parts of the music That usually
manifested itself as a slight distortion or muddling of the
sound especially at midrange
Pros Deep bass These headphones are perfect for

fans of rap dance and even some heavier rock music
The Beats Studio headphones are comfortable too
They re not particularly lightweight but wearing them
almost feels like wearing pillows They also come with
two detachable cords — one with an iPhonecontroller
and one without
Cons These are powered noise canceling headphones

meaning they take batteries There s a switch for turning
them on and off but if you forget you ll be buying a lot
of AAA batteries
Verdict If you love bass and are willing to spend a lot

of money these are perfect
V MODA CROSSFADE LP
www v moda com 199 99

When it comes to creating a stylish set of headphones
whether they re the over the ear or on ear variety
V Moda is hard to beat The Crossfade LPs which come
in a variety of colors and finishes are no exception
Sadly appearance is probably the best feature of these

headphones
That s not to say the Crossfade LPs sound bad They

don t They actually sound quite good especially at the

high end with treble heavy rock pop and live music
The sound quality is just nothing overly special—
certainly not for the price
Pros Looks The Crossfade LPs are beautiful and will

certainly get lots of attention from passers by The
headphones also come with a great carrying case and
two detachable cords
Cons Overall the sound quality is shallow You ll

notice some punch and crispness on songs with a lot of
treble but there s not nearly enough range or clarity for
songs with a lot of bass
Verdict Nice looking headphones but they aren t

worth 200

IFROGZ RONIN
www ifrogz com 49 99

Many people may know iFrogz as the company that
makes cases for the iPhone Well it also makes a line of
headphones called EarPollution and the Ronin is one of
the latest additions to it
These headphones are DJ style meaning the cans that

cover your ears flip freely back and forth Because the
headphones are so big and bulky they aren t particularly
easy to put on Once they re on though they are
relatively comfortable
The sound quality is OK The Ronins have a decent

range for bass but music gets muddled at the higher
end especially at higher volumes
Pros Eye catching The Ronins come in three color

schemes including turquoise and red so they definitely
make a statement The price is also right
Cons iPhone owners will hate these headphones The

plastic base around the plug is too fat to fit into the
headphone jack of any iPhone 4 that s wrapped in a
protective bumper or a case Big no no Also iFrogz
doesn t provide a carrying case
Verdict These are good headphones for the price But

don t buy a pair if you own an iPhone
ABLEPLANET NC300
149 99 www ableplanet com

You might not find these headphones in many stores
but that isn t a reflection of their quality
The NC300s come in white and black and take

batteries for active noise canceling What s nice though
is that you don t have to turn on that function to use the
headphones — unlike the Beats Studio headphonesfrom
Monster

The sound quality is nothing overly special Don t
expect a huge kick of bass or to be blown away by the
clarity of high notes But there s no distortion at either
end of the spectrum either so that s a huge plus
Pros The headphones are fairly comfortable to wear

for a long period of time The NC300s cover the ear
completely and do a good job of blocking ambient noise
even at low volumes
Cons Be careful when you activate the

noise canceling feature when you re already playing
music The volume will triple and you might blow an
eardrum — or worseaspeaker
Verdict If you re looking for decent sounding

battery powered noise cancellation headphones the
NC300 would be a good choice

Call Star reporter Erika D Smith at 317 444 6424 send e mail to
erika smith@indystar comor reach her on Twitter 3indystar erika
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